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Tues 8/19/80 S. Dunn

Background material: I was somewhat depressed most of the day.
Karis suggested we get together that night and try this drug.
we ate lunch around 11:30. I didn't have anything
to drink all day. I was afraid that I would get even
more depressed taking this drug. I didn't want to - I
wanted to have a peaceful experience.
        Was hungry
 6:30 - took the drug
 7:15 - started to feel somewhat relaxed
 7:30 - started to feel (gradually) higher + higher
        For about 15 minutes I couldn't think or talk.
        I just sat on the couch not moving.
        I became aware of my jaw and the clenching
        of my teeth. I wanted to stop doing this but
        couldn't, I was also smiling a lot.

        Both my arms (top side, interior) from my elbow
        to my wrist and my genital area were really
        warm. It was almost a burning sensation from
        inside to out.

        I wasn't talking much - Karis + I would just look at
        each other across the couch once in awhile and smile.
        I felt calm + peaceful. I wanted to listen to
        SOFT, SLOW music.
        at times a song would make me start feeling sad
        I would force myself to think of something pleasant
        at times my vision would get blurry and at other times
        colors seemed brighter and sharper
        We started a fire ─ it was beautiful - the way
        the wood burned and the color. It was so beautiful
        it seemed unreal.
        I smoked over a pack of cigarettes
        I was no longer hungry
        I didn't even want anything to drink - the few
        sips of wine that I took tasted horrible.
        I felt myself coming down
        We both took a supplement - by this time I
        just went with feelings - no longer trying
        to control the situation.
        I felt peaceful, totally relaxed - didn't want
        to even move.
11:20 - We were both down again
11:30 - We went to bed - I couldn't sleep so
        about midnight I got up dressed and drove
        home.

Next Day - I could remember the experience and
        wanted to feel that way all the time.
        I felt good all day.           
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